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RECENT ADVANCES IN SCIENTIFIC 
STEEL METALLURGY.l 

r[ 0 clear the nature of certain modern 
advances m steel metallurgy it is neces

s':-ry bnefly to consider what is known of the past 
h1story of steel, more particularly with reference to 
cutting implements, whether for the purposes of peace 
or war. That (or, to be more accurate, probably 
s teely-wrought 1ron) was known to the ancients, say, 
3000 years ago, seems to be proved by a passage 
translated by Pope from the ninth book of Homer's 
''Odyssey " :- -

u as when armourers temper in the ford 
I he keen-edged pole-axe or the shming sword 
The red-hot metal hisses 

1

in the Jake 
1 

So in his eyeballs hissed the plunging stake." 

As has been truly r em arked by Roscoe and Schor
lemmer, above description can be applied only to 

1s to say, to iron containing a very con
Siderable percentage of carbon. 

So far as. records are concerned, the story 
of early Bnt.1sh steel. is wrapped in pro

obscunty, and 1ts h1story can be only indirectly 
surm1sed from collateral historical evidence. About 
A.D. 6o a great British army under the command of 
Queen Boadicea. the. Roman camp at Col
chester and anmhllated the N mth Legion. She then 
marched on St. Albans and London, and in both 
places put the garrisons and the Roman colonists to 
the sword, the stake, or the cross. Tacitus the 
Roman historian, records that the losses at' the 

and their allies in these battles reached the 
total of 7o,ooo people. In the subsequent 

campaign, which ended in the defeat and death of 
the heroic British. Queen, the same historian states 
that B_ritish lost 8o,ooo persons. 

It 1s evtdent, therefore, that Boadicea must have 
commanded at least Ioo,ooo British troops, or she 
could never have undertaken such extensive and 
formidable military operations. It is also clear that 
these troops were armed with swords and spears to 
say nothing of the scythes attached to the of 
their war chariots. There is no reason to suppose 
that these weapons were not of native manufacture. 
They _Partly be made of bronze and partly of 

smce the had for a century 
occup1ed by Roman soldters and artisans. It is there
fore almost certai.n that in the first century the manu
facture of steely-1ron weapons and implements would 
be on a fairly s.cale, and would doubtless mainly 

m 1ron ore and charcoal-producing 
dtstncts, such as Sussex and the Forest of Dean 

connection with Sheffield-now the grea.test 
Bnttsh steel centre-the earliest written record refers 
to the century, and states that in IJ6o the 
monks of Kirkstead Abbey had somewhat extensive 
works at Kirnberworth, near Sheffield, manufactudng 

and, no doubt, steely-irons. In , 386 
Chaucer, .m "The Reve's Tale," in describing a miller 
of the t1me of Edward III., wrote, "A Shefeld 

bare he in bis hose." Since 1386 She'ffield 
steel 111 the form of table knives has been in almost 
everybody's mouth. In 1590 P eter Bales, "The Writ
ing recommends Sheffield razors and 
penkmves f'?r the cutting of quill · pens. It is obvious 
that. for th1s yurpose fine steel carrying a r.;erfect 
cuttrng IS necessary, and was being ;nade at 
Sheffield pnor to 1590. Hunter states that in r615 
Sheffield workmen could make armour only fit for 
the man-at-arms. The armom· for knights 
was 1mported ·from Spa in and Italy. Scott, in "Ivan-

1 Discourse delivered before the Royal Institution on Friday January 
24, by Pror. J. 0. Arnold, F.R.S. ' 
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hoe," embodies this fact in his description of the 
siege of "Torquilstone " :-

" Thrice did Locks ley bend his shaft against De 
Bracy, .and thrice did his arrow bound back from the 
Knight's armour of proof. 'Curse on thy Spanish 

coat,' said Locksley. 'Had English smith forged 
1t, these arrows had gone through an as if it had been 
silk or sendal.' " 

The ope.ning scene in " I van hoe" was near \Vood
house (fiv"' miles east of Sheffield), where, until quite 
recently, wrought-iron was manufactured at the 
Rotherwood Iron Works. 

In 1760 Horace Walpole, writing to George Mon
remarks : "I passed through Sheffield, which 

IS one of the foulest towns in England in the most 
charming situation. There an: two-and-twenty 
thousand inhabitants making knives and scissors. 
They remit eleven thousand pounds a week to Lon
don. One man there has discovered the art of plating 
copper with silver. I bought a pair of candlesticks 
for two guineas, that are quite pretty." 

Antiquarians express the opinion that the remark
able concentration of the cutti ng-steel industry round 
Sheffield was due to the juxtaposition of coal and 
iron ore in the district. This reason, however, is 
quite unconvincing to metallurgists; first, because 
charcoal and not coal was used, and, secondly, be
cause the local ore produces an iron high in phos
phorus, from which it is practically impossible to 
make cutting implements of fine steel. is httle 
doubt that the main factor which originally dder
mined the location of the chief British steel industry 
at Sheffield was the unique situation of the town in 
a hollow near the confluence of four rivulets into the 
Don. Along these streams, running down the valleys 
of the Sheaf, the Porter, the Rivelin, and the Locks
ley , the old Sheffield steel-workers could, by the 
construction of numerous darns, get water-power for 
their forging hammers and grinding wheels at a small 
cost, and waterwheels worked by some of these dams 
are still in operation along these valleys, that of 
the Don ifself actuating tilt-hammers and grind
stones.2 The latter are made from the carboniferous 
sandstones of the district. There is proof positive 
that the basis metal, consisting of nearly pure iron, 
from which the best Sheffield cutting steels are still 
made, was being imported into the town in the six
teenth century from abroad. 

Among entries in the accounts of the Sheffield 
Church burgesses for the year 1557 is the following :

" Paid to Robert More for one stone and quarter 
of Danske Yron XXIId. Paid to ye same Robt. for 
X lib of Spanysche Yron XV." 

In modern money the cost of this raw material 
works out to at least 6ol. per ton, or 3l. per cwt. • 
The D an ish (Danske) iron was probably Swedish, just 
as at present much of the Danish butter imported 
comes from Swedish dairies. 

In connection with the early importation of pure 
Swedish or Spanish iron for a basis metal, it is sig
nificant that in 1442 Sheffield obtained a Royal war
rant to construct towpaths to make the River Don 
navig-able. This river runs into the Humber at Goole, 
and there is little doubt that so early as the fifteenth 
century Sheffield steel-makers were endeavouring to 
replace the costly packhorse transit of foreign raw 

2 There is evidence in old r'ocuments that the name Sheffield may be a 
corruption of" Escafeld," meaning" th e field of waters." 

3 Prof. Thorold Rog-ers in his Oxford lectures, 1888-g, that about 
1685, usi':g a mnltivlier of 2, the value in modern money of English 

was about 73/. per ton. The Sheffield recnrd, however, 
pro . es beyond doubt that in 1557, or more a century llnd a 
qua1·ter earlier, the imported and su perior Spanish and Swedish irons 
were commanding in Sheffidd, retail, not more than 141. per ton, which 
nsing a multiplier of 4.5, is equivalent in present money to 63/. per ton. ' 
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materials by cheaper water carriage from the 
Humber. 

It is next of interest to consider how, during the 
fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth, and half 
the eighteenth centuries, Sheffield made all its fine 
steel. It seems almost certain that the nearly pure 
imported Swedish or Spanish irons were carburised 
"in the dry way," by cementation in charcoal at a 
yellow heat. The highly ductile bar iron and the 
blistered and brittle steel resulting from its cementa
tion-carburisation were described. The blister bar was 
then made into what for perhaps two hundred and 
fifty years has been known as "shear steel." 

(The method of producing from blister bar both 
single and double shear steel was then described.) The 
origin of the name " shear steel " was due to the fact 
that British cloth-workers insisted on having this fine 
quality of steel for their cloth-cutting shears, and this 
material is still branded with rude representations of 
clothiers' shears. One pair of shears signifies single 
shear and two pairs double shear steel. The chemical 
composition of this steel, which is the purest made, 
is as follows :-Carbon I·oo per cent; silicon, o·o3 per 
cent.; manganese, o·o7 per cent.; sulphur, o·oi per 
cent.; phosphorus, o·oiS per cent. With its high 
reputation built up during centuries this material has 
naturally had its name branded on inferior kinds of 
steel. Indeed, bars of up to 6 in. in diameter 
have been sold as "shear steel" at ISs. per cwt., the 
price of the raw material from which shear steel is 
manufactured. Probably a bar I! in. in diameter 
marks the advisable limit of size for genuine shear 
steel, and its average market price is about 4ss. per 
cwt. · 

The vear I740 marked for Sheffield, and indeed for 
the world, the beginning of an epoch of g-reat metall
urgical importance. BenJamin Huntsman, a well
k.,own clockmakpr of Doncaster, found that shear 
steel, on account of its sometimes varying temper and 
of its weld-lines, often presented uneven hardness and 
exasperating flaws when made into clock springs. 
He consequently determined to make a steel even 
in texture and free from weld flaws. He experimented 
successfully, and worked out a method for the pro
duction of sound steel ingots by the fluid or crucible 
process, and so fouo.ded in Sheffield an industry, 
destined to become world-wide, which soon extended 
the fame of Sheffield steel throughout the civilised 
world. 

(:\ composition typical of crucible cast-steel was 
then given. It is less pure than shear steel, 
but sounder, being free from weld-lines. It is said 
that the famous American, General Sherman, when 
asked to "spare the good Indians," replied that the 
only good Indians he had ever met were dead Indians. 
Be this as it mav, it is certain that no steel can be 
good unless it is properly "killed," or, in other words, 
" dead melted." 

Fig. 1 shows two crucible steel ingots of 
identical composition and weight when poured 
in a "lively" and in a "killed" condition. 
Ignoring the "pipe," or central contraction cavity. 
the killed steel is quite solid, whilst the unkilled 
metal is riddled from end to end with gas cavities or 
"blowholes," containing, under pressure, hydrogen, 
carbonic oxide, and nitrogen gases, evolved in the 
plastic steel during solidification, and thus rendering 
the ingot commercially worthless. The sound and 
hence apparently much smaller ingot has been 
"killed" by thc> presence of a trace (say o'oi per cent.) 
of metallic aluminium. The scientific explanation of 
this, the most remarkable phenomenon in the whole 
range of steel metallurgy, may be found in text-books 
or in reports of metallurgical lectures, but the present 
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lecturer must confess that he is no neaser a con
,soluticn of this problem than when he began 

Ins researches twenty-five years ago. 
It is next necessary to correlate the chemical an-d 

micrographic analyses of the plain carbon steel. upoil 
which the world depended for its cutting implements 
from the time of Homer 
to 187o. 

The structure of pure 
Swedish• iron is usually 
contaminated with a 
little slag. Ignoring 
this, the mass consists 
of white allotrimorphic 
crystals of iron with 
opticallv black boun
daries." 

In a micrograph of 
nearly pure iron contain
ing about o·4 per cent. 
of carbon, almost half 
the mass consists of the 
dark-etching compound 
constituent pearlite. 

T h e structure of 
nearly pure iron con
taining o·Sg per cent. of 
carbon entirely 
of pearlite, a mechan
ical mixture of 87 per 
cent. of iron with 13 per 
cent. of normal carbide 
of iron, Fe3C. The 
mass abrasion hardness 
of normal pearlite is 
about 4·5-that is, be
tween fluorspar and 
a p a ti t e on Moh 's 
mineral scale. 

We have next to con
sider the phenomena 
known as the hardening 
and tempering of steel. 

Figs. 2 and 3 show 
very clearly the begin
ning, the progression 
and end of the harden
ing of steel-that· is to 
say, the transformation 
(during a thermal ampli
tude of perhaps 3° C.) 
of the c om p o u n d 
constituent pear I it e 
(2IFe+Fe3 C) to the 
micrographically amor
phous constituent hard
enite, which corresp'onds 
to the empirical figures 
Fe,.C, in which the car
bide of iron, owing 
to the quenching, is 
trapped in some mole
cular association with 
the whole of the iron. 
The constituent harden
ite has a hardness of 
7 on Mohr's mineral 

FIG. I. 

scale-that is to say, it is as hard as quartz, flint, or 
rock crystal. 

It is a little difficult to realise how much the thermal 
capability of the mineral pearlite (with a hardness 
of 4'5) to transform itself into the igneous rock 
hardenite (with a hardness of J) has contt;,ibuted 
to the advance of civilisation and fo the materi<' i \Yell
being of the human race. But unfortunately ·'lt "·as 
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found that hardenite was thermally very unstable, and 
that its cutting powers were greatly limited by the 
tact that the heat of friction in turning operations 

caused the hardenite to revert largely to relatively 
soft pearlite at a blue heat, say, 300° C. This pro
perty naturally limited the operations of engineers as 

FrG. 2.-Carbon o·Sg per cent. The edge A was quartz-hard, stripping file teeth. The edge C 
was quite soft to the file. Etched tin. diameter disc. Magnified about 12 diameters after 
differentia) heating and rapid quenching. For high-power magnification see Fig. 3· 

to speed, as to traverse, and as to depth 
of cut, and consequently as to the cost 
and rate of output of all the engines and 
appliances necessary to our modern 
civilisation. 

(A tempering diagram. was then ex
plained in which the black areas show 
the evolution of the latent heat of 
hardening, and consequently the trans
formation of the quartz-like hardenite to 
soft pearlite. This change at about 
250° C. acquires a marked increase in 
velocity which reaches a maximum at 
about 300° C. Here the soft pearlite 
becomes the predominant partner, and 
the cutting power of the mass has 
practically vanished.) 

About the year 1870 marked the first 
beginnings of an epoch in cutting-steel 
metallurgy, which may be called the 
tungsten·chrome era. Robert Forrester 
Mushet, at the Clyde Works, Sheffield, 
began to manufacture on a considerable 
scale his "self-hardening steel." Mushet 
had practically discovered that when 
carbon steel was alloyed with a large 
percentage of tungsten, it, when cooled 
from a yellow heat in a draught of air, 
was not only sufficiently hardened, but, 
owing to the fortifying action of the 
tungsten on the carbon, the hardenite 
was thermally considerably more stable 
than that of plain carbon steel. 

It is probable that in Mushet's 
early steels the "letting-down " point 

Transfor•'lation nearlyJ completed. Temperature 
about 730° C. 

Transformation half completed. Temperature ab0ut 
729° c. 

Transformation beginnino;. Temperature 
.bout 728° C. 

FIG. 3.-Pale areas, hardenite. Laminated areas, normal pearlite. Dark borden, troJstitic pearlit:!. Carbon o·89 per cent. Magnified§about 450 diameter 
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of the hardenite was raised to a tempera
ture of perhaps 400° C., thus enabling 

to take bigger cuts and work at higher 

twenty years prior to the date of the American patent. 
In fact, what Taylor and White had really done was 
to show that this type of steel was capable of retaining 

.. 

I 
I 

B 

" "' J 

7 

fl its cutting edge at a much higher tempera-

I 
I 

ture than most engineers and metallurgists 
had realised. For this demonstration every 
credit is due to the Bethlehem Company. 

Sheffield steel-makers, realising future 
possibilities, made from the year rgoo and 
onwards a series of experimental researches 
which eventually gave to engineers that 
astounding material known as high-speed 
steel, in which the thermal stability of the 
fortified hardenite was ,raised to about 7oo0 

C., and the striking difference in chemical 
composition between Mushet's and high
speed steels was shown; nevertheless, the 
latter are merely a progressive experimental 
development of the former. 

1400 

The claims of the Taylor-White= patent 
were the subject of a protracted lawsuit, the 

1500 1600 1700 1800 2000 costs of which were about so,oool. In the 1900 
end, Mr. Justice Cross, of the United States 

Hardenmg Temperature in Circuit Court, in a lengthy and luminous 
Degrees Fahrenheit jud!;;ment, pronounced the Taylor-White 

FIG. 4.-Physical diagram claimed by Messrs. Taylor and White for tungsten-chrome steel< patent to be absolutely invalid. Nevertheless, 
it is still claimed that the patent in suit was 

speeds. L;;J.ter, about r88o, Mushet still further forti- I utilised by British manufacturers in producing modern 
fied his hardenite by the addition of relatively small high-speed steel. It is, therefore, only fair to consider 
percentages of chromium, and between r88o and rgoo what this patent really claimed. 
self- or . air- .Si!UUO 
hardening 
steels were pro
duced by many 
steel manufac
turers in con
siderable 

28000 

variety. 
In connec-

tion with cut 24000 

ting steels, a 
profound sensa
tion was made 
throughout the 20000 
st e e I world 
when, at the 
Paris Exhibi
tion in rgoo, ::J-, 16000 
the Bethlehem 
Steel Co. of 
America..:;: 
showed turn- ....._ 12000 
ing tools made L.U 
u n d e r the 
alleged patent 
of Messrs. 
Taylor and 
White, cutting 
very mild steel 
at a speed 
which ren
dered the nose 
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of the tool red
hot. It was 
obvious that in 
these tools 
the thermal 
stability of the 
hardenite had 
bE'en raised to 
perhaps 6oo0 

C. The chemical compositions in the patent 1 Fig. 4 shows a physical curve of tungsten
embodied nothing which had not been included I chrome steels which the patentees claimed to 
in the Mushet type of steel for a period of about have discovered. The coordinates art> vertically the 
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cutting efficiencies of tungsten-chrome steels with anv 
-carbon from o·8 to 1·8 per cent. (the amount being a 
matter of indifference), and horizontally the hardening 
temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit. The short hori
zontal line "A-B" between 1500° and 1550° F. was 
alleged to be the range in which, prior to the patent, 
all tungsten-chrome air-hardening steel had been 
hardened. The falling line "B-C " between 1550° and 
1725° F. was stated to be the breaking-down range 
discovered by the patentees, along which the cutting 
power of the steel steadily deteriorated. Then along 
the rising line "C-D," from 1725° to 2ooo° F (the 
maximum temperature specified in the patent), the 
quality of the steel improved as the temperature of 
hardening rose, until in the higher part of this range 
the turning tools had an efficiency never before 
achieved in the art, and in effect (to use the words of 
Coleridge's "Ancient Mariner") the patentees 
claimed:-

We were the first that ever burst 
Into thzt silent sea. 

My late colleague, Dr. A. McWilliam, and I were 
commissioned to investigate at Sheffield University 
the accuracy or otherwise of the curve specified in the 
patent. The results are embodied in Fig. 5· 
The coordinates are, horizontally hardening tem
peratures in degrees F., and vertically cutting 
efficiencY. numbers obtained by the approximate and 
relative formula e = t x s2 , where e is an efficiency 
number, t the time endurance in minutes, and s the 
cutting speed, caeteris paribus, in feet per minute. 
It will be seen that with a steel containing about 
I7 per cent. of tungsten, 3 per cent. of chromium, and 
1·3 per cent. of carbon, the maximum efficiency 
number of about 5000 is obtained at the lowest tem
perature, 830° C., after which the higher the harden
ing temperature the less the efficiency number, which 
:1t. 1300° C. ?r 2400° F.. has fallen to 500, or only 
twice the efficiency of plam carbon steel. In a similar 
steel, containing, however, only o·7 per cent. of 
carbon, the efficiency number at 830° C. is only about 
500, but the efficiency steadily rises with the harden
ing temperature, until at 1300° C. or 2400° F. it 
reaches the astounding number of about 32,ooo. In 
a word, is no breaking-down range, and so far 
from the percentage of carbon being immaterial the 
cutting efficiency is actually a function of the carbon 
and hardening temperatures. 

(To be continued.) 

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE. 

BrRMINGHAM.-The council, in accepting the resigna
tion by Prof. J. H. Poynting of the office of dean of 
the faculty of science, has passed the following reso
lution :-"That this council deeply regret the illness 
which has deprived them of the greatly valued and 
long-continued services of their former colleague, Dr. 
Poynting, at their meetings, and earnestly trust that 
his health, now happily restored, may be preserved 
for many years." 

Prof. Barling has resigned the chair of surgerv on 
his election as Vice-Chancellor. • 

Dr. Alfred H. Carter has resigned the chair of 
medicine, and the following resolution has been 
passed by the council:-" That the council accepts 
with great regret the resignation of Dr. A. H. _Carter 
of his appointment as professor of medicine in this 
University. It desires to thank him for his valuable 
services not only as teacher during the past twenty 
years, but also for the great assistance he rendered 
in promoting the union of the medical faculty of 
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Queen's College with Mason College, a step which 
materially advanced medical education and the Uni
versity idea in Birmingham." 

CAMBRIDGE.-The following is a summary of bene
factions received by the University during the year 
ended December 31, 1912 :-

Gonville and Caius College, towards the 
maintenance of the new buildings for 
physiology and experimental psycho
logy 

Dr. J. B. Hurry, St. John's College, 
for the endowment of a research 
studentship in physiology to be called 
the Michael Foster research student
ship 

Anonymous, for the endowment of the 
Arthur Balfour professorship of gene
tics 

Balfour Library Endowment Fund, sub
scribers to 

Col. \V. Harding, for the endowment 
of a lectureship in zoology ... 

St. John's College, towards the equip
ment of the Solar Physics Laboratory 
on its installation at Cambridge 

Anonymous, for the purpose of increas
ing the stipend of the director of the 
Fitzwilliam Museum 

£ s. d. 

500 () 0 

IIOO 0 0 

20,000 0 0 

3 2 

IIOO 0 0 

soo () 0 

roo o o 

£25,602 3 z 
In addition, sums amounting to about 1o,oool. have 

been presented to the University. These include soool. 
from Mr. Otto Beit, roool. from the Mercers' Com
pany, roool. from Messrs. Rothschild and Son, and 
zool. from Mr. Almeric Paget, M.P., for the new 
school of physiology. 

The Vice-Chancellor gives notice that he has ap
pointed Saturday, April rg, as the day for the election 
to the Plumian professorship of astronomy and ex
perimental philosophy vacant by the death of Sir 
George Darwin. Candidates for the professorship are 
requested to send their names to the Vice-Chancellor 
on or before Friday, April rr. 

The director of the Solar Physics Observatory has, 
with the consent of the Vice-Chancellor, appointed 
the following to be members of the staff of the Solar 
Physics Observatory :-F. J. M. Stratton, to be 
assistant director; C. T. R. Wilson, to be observer 
in meteorological physics; F. E. Baxandall, to be first 
senior observer; C. P. Butler, to be second senior 
observer; \V. E. Rolston, to be first junior observer; 
\V. Moss, to be second junior observer. 

LEEDS.-Arrangements are being made for the 
establishment of a Yorkshire Summer School of Geo
graphy to be organised in alternate years by the 
Universities of Leeds and Sheffield. The course for 
1913 will be held at Whitby, from August 4-25, under 
the auspices of the University of Leeds. The aims 
of the course are to provide instruction which shall 
equip students for attackingc problems in the regional 
geography of any area, and to discuss and elucidate 
problems connected with the teaching of geography. 
The work of the school will include field work, labora
tory work, and lectures on geological, meteorological, 
economic, and historical aspects of the geography of 
Yorkshire. The agricultural, mining, textile, and 
metallurgical industries will I:Je dealt with, as well as 
questions connected with language and place-names. 
Further information will be available in June, on 
application to the secretary, Summer School of Geo
graphy, the University, Leeds. 

In September next Prof. H. R. Procter will retire 
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